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are bora Icings; and some are bom statesmen. The two
are seldom the same. Where would the king find counsellors
to plan and carry out such a policy for him ?
warwick [with a not too friendly smile] Perhaps in the
Church, my lord.
Cauchon, with an equally sour smile, shrugs his shoulders,
and does not contradict Mm.
warwick. Strike down the barons; and the cardinals
will have it all their own way.
CAUCHON [conciliatory,, dropping his polemical tone] My
lord : we shall not defeat The Maid if we strive against one
another, * I know wel that there is a Will to Power in the
world* I know that while it lasts there will be a struggle
between the Ernperor and the Pope, between the dukes and
the political cardinals, between the barons and the kings.
The devil divides us and governs. I see you are no friend
to The Church; you are an earl first and last, as I am a
churchman first and last* But can we not sink our differ-
ences in the face of a common enemy ? I see now that
what is in your mind is not that this girl has never once
mentioned The Church, and thinks only of God and herself,
but that she has never once mentioned the peerage, and
thinks only of the king and herself.
warwick. Quite so. These two ideas of hers are the
same idea at bottom. It goes deep, my lord. It is the
protest of the individual soul against the interference of
priest or peer between the private man and his God. I
should call it Protestantism if I had to find a name for it.
cauchon [looking hard at him] You understand it
wonderfully well, my lord. Scratch an Englishman, and
find a Protestant.
warwick [playing the pink of courtesy] I think you are
not entirely void of sympathy with The Maid's secular
heresy, my lord. I leave you to find a name for it.
cauchon* You mistake me, my lord, I have no sym-
pathy with her political presumptions. But as a priest I

